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100% Natural Fragrances
All Vivre Ensemble fragrances are packaged and shipped 

 by the ESAT La Bastide from Châteauneuf-Grasse,  
which employs people with disabilities.  

This organization places the human component  
at the very heart of its actions to highlight the skills  

and potential of each individual and  
to develop a benevolent, respectful and positive attitude.  

We are delighted to join in with their initiative.
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Vivre Ensemble represents a 
range of singular and exceptional 
perfumes.
Designed by the French Riviera’s 
greatest noses, and respectful of 
nature and people, Vivre Ensemble 
reveals the secret of fine essences 
such as Bergamot, Iris, Patchouli 
and Oud.
100% natural and made in Grasse, 
world capital of perfume, these 
perfumes don’t contain any 
synthetic fragrance and their 
alcohol is organic. They are truly 
unique through their unisex 
olfactory aesthetics and their 
healthy raw materials.
Vivre Ensemble perfumes offer a 
harmonious blend of fragrances 
for men and women, which 
enchants the senses, uplifts the 
spirit and invites its wearer to a 
moment of shared peace, 
essential to the bonds that hold us 
together.
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Committed 100% Natural   Artisan Made in 
France
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Our website ▶

Vivre Ensemble is the official sponsor of 
the International Day of Living Together 

in Peace (JIVEP, further information is 
available at www.16mai.org)

« Like a beautiful rose with a very sweet 
fragrance that the breeze caresses,

the Truth attracts us. »
Sheikh Adda Bentounes 

16mai.org ▶

A philosophy, a state of being, a word, Peace, 
that’s what inspired the journey. Attached to 

this invaluable cause, Vivre Ensemble was born 
from the idea of designing a fragrance to 
spread a message of Peace, the scent of 

harmony and to breathe the same air.
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